
HIGH PRODUCTION, THIN KERF, CARBIDE CIRCULAR SAWING
STEEL  ▪  STAINLESS STEEL

The Good Metals Advantage
✶ Custom, repeatable parts with machine automation 
✶ Quick turnaround and on-time performance
✶ No order or parts minimums: from 1 to 1000+ pieces
✶ One-stop shopping from material to finished part
✶ Reduce your scrap... Increase your profits

✶ Marvel P-150C and P-100C carbide circular saws
✶ High-powered 20HP and 15HP blade drives
✶ Minimum cut widths: 5/8" rounds and rectangles
✶ Maximum cut widths: 6" rounds and 4-1/8" rectangles
✶ Accommodates stock up to 20' in length

Continuous feeding of bar and tube stock 
possible with automated loading table

Capable of accurately cutting 
multiple pieces in one pass

Automatic, hydraulic discharge 
chute sorts finished pieces

Ultra thin carbide blades 
minimize kerf loss and  
material waste

CIRCULAR SAWSCIRCULAR SAWS
AUTOMATIC, HIGH-SPEED CARBIDE

FOR FLATS, ROUNDS, SQUARES, 
ANGLES, CHANNELS, BEAMS, 
RECTANGULAR/SQUARE TUBE, 
& ROUND TUBE/PIPE

 phone: (616) 241-4425 toll free: (800) 543-4630
 fax: (616) 241-0996 toll free fax: (800) 291-3197
 web: GoodMetals.com email: Sales@GoodMetals.com

GOOD METALS COMPANY  440 32nd St. S.W., Wyoming, MI 49548



We understand that sawing applications vary greatly from one customer to the next… 
We have the experience and equipment to guarantee precision for your next job.

Whether cutting angles, flats, rectangles, channels, beams or tubing, Good Metals knows a number  
of variables play a role in achieving finished accurate parts. We continually invest in the latest 
technology and equipment, boasting some of the shortest lead times in the metal industry.

Our team of experienced shop personnel processes each order ON TIME. Good Metals is one of 
the most comprehensive metals service centers in the Midwest, providing an expansive inventory 
and a full range of metals processing, all delivered in an expedient, efficient manner. Our goal is to 
exceed our customers' expectations.

Contact your Good Metals sales rep today to learn how we can help you with your next project to 
maximize results and increase your ROI.
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